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Fashioning eye-catching styles 
calls for thoughtfully chosen 
materials that complement the 
character of each new look. 
That’s why fashion designer 
Shoshanna Gruss takes extra 
care to find the right fabric to suit 
the structure of every style in her 
Shoshanna collections. It is this 
commitment to precisely selected 
materials that also distinguishes 
each REACH® brush. Whether 
you’re looking for a flattering 
summer dress, or a REACH® 
brush that meets your personal 
oral care needs, you can be 
confident that the materials used 
to make them are the perfect fit.

I appreciate  
brands like REACH® 
that not only make 
amazing products, 

but really think 
about the design 

to elevate everyday 
experiences and 

bring a little more 
joy to life.”

“

      DESIGN IS THE   DIFFERENCE

DesigneD to 
multi-task
Special multi-

directional bristles 
in the REACH® 
TOTAL CARE 
Multi-Action 

brush clean teeth 
from all angles 

and remove up to 
90% of plaque.*

(*in lab tests)

material aDvantage
Unique calcium carbonate 

MICRAWHITENING™ bristles 
in the REACH® TOTAL CARE + 
Whitening brush whiten teeth* 

and remove stains. (*in lab tests)

form fits 
function
I love working with 
cottons that really 
hold their form and 
shape against a 
woman’s body in a 
flattering way, like 
the poplin of this 
Boat Neck Kelly 
Green Dress.

light anD lovely
The lightweight silk of 
my strapless Never-
ending Summer Dress 
drapes perfectly for 
seasonal ease.

enter for a chance to  
Win a $3,000 shoshanna shopping spree! 

to enter the design is the difference sweepstakes,  
scan this mobile barcode with your phone.  

need a scanner? text “reach” to 58585. Or visit 
designedbyexperts.com to enter.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN. A PURCHASE WILL NOT INCREASE YOUR CHANCES OF WINNING. The “Design is the Difference” Sweepstakes is open to legal residents of the contiguous 48 U.S. and 
D.C., age 18 or older at time of entry. Void in AK, HI and wherever prohibited by law. Sweepstakes begins at 12:01 AM ET on 5/26/11 and ends at 11:59 PM ET on 10/14/11. To enter via smartphone, use smartphone with data plan to 
take photograph of the mobile tag featured on the ad above in this publication. You will be sent to mobile web page where you can complete entry form. For online entry via computer and official rules, visit www.designedbyexperts.
com and follow instructions to complete and submit online entry form. Message and data rates may apply. All entries must be received by 11:59 PM ET on 10/14/11 Limit: One online or mobile entry per person or per e-mail address 
or valid wireless mobile phone number per day. Sponsor: Time Inc., 1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020. 
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